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The Super-Bioniks 
in… 

“Mime-Control” 
The SUPER-BIONIKS! Out for a fun-filled day at a local amusement park! 

What could go wrong? 
 
PAGE ONE - 4 panels 
 
Panel 1. It’s a sunny afternoon at Subatomic’s amusement 
park. CHASE and FALCO rush across the panel, each seated 
and harnessed in the front row of a roller coaster, the 
rest of its cars are empty. Chase and Falco wear matching 
blue, yellow, and orange track suits with a yellow and 
orange “SB” logo over their hearts. The kids’ arms are up, 
smiles on their faces, and ready to rock!  
 
The coaster appears like a bullet floating on a track made 
from laser beams, some “high tech action.” Show a small 
preview of the park behind them. Corners, tips, pieces of 
the Sky-Diner, the Subatomicus Observatory, a Mary Mixer 
ride, and a Pirate Ship should all be visible and scattered 
about in the background. They will all show up in greater 
detail later in the script. (PAGE THREE [5])  
 

SFX: CRRRRRRRRRRGH! 
 
CHASE AND FALCO FX: WHOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAA! 

 
Panel 2. An angled shot of Chase (foreground) and Falco 
riding the coaster. Chase wipes the joyous tears from his 
wind-blown face, teeth clinched, smiling. His shaggy blonde 
hair “whooshes” back--much like his high-speed pursuits--
due to the speed and wind. Show the trails. Falco’s short 
purple BOB blows back as well, making it look like the top 
of a paintbrush, mid-stroke. She squints her eyes and 
purses her lips trying to understand what her brother 
exclaims. 
 
 SFX: WHOOOOOSH! 
 

CHASE: Wow, Falco! It sure is nice to be able to take 
a break from the usual and kick it at Subatomic Fun 
Park for a day! 
 
FALCO: What?! 
 
CHASE: I said it’s nice finally chill out without any 
trouble for once! 
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FALCO: Huh? Did you say, “trouble?” 
 
Panel 3. This shot looks toward at the kids while the 
coaster dips. I picture one of those photos you can buy at 
most amusement parks after you get off a coaster. The kids 
are pinned back in their harnesses. Falco’s head is on a 
swivel using her Bionik Vision to look for trouble. Her 
eyes glow, leaving a trail of light everywhere she looks. 
Show a continuous shot of her head looking different 
directions--multiple heads. She’s hanging on to the lap bar 
while trying to look around. Chase’s arms are still up. He 
squints his eyes trying to comprehend his sister. 
 
 SFX: VRRRROOOSH! 
 

FALCO: I don’t see any signs of trouble, Chase. 
 
CHASE: What? 
 
FALCO: Don’t jinx this excursion! I want to be able to 
make it to my Judo class without having to bump heads 
with any criminals along the way for--WHHOOAA! 

 
Panel 4. This is another angular shot of Falco (foreground) 
and Chase. The car pulls up a small hill on a short 
conveyor--that part in most roller coasters where it slows 
down to set up the big finish. Chase still grins like an 
idiot here, arms still up. Falco’s expression hasn’t 
changed as she looks up at the mess of a hairdo wisped 
about her head.  
 

SFX: CHK-AH-CHK-AH-CHK-AH-CHK! 
 
CHASE: This beast is endless! You think Dad and 
Horizon are having this much fun? 
 
FALCO: Ugh. My hair. Dad and Horizon couldn’t possibly 
experience anything this exhilarating. Still, you have 
to wonder what fun they’re getting into… 
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PAGE TWO - five panels 
 
Panel 1. We have a close-up on HORIZON’S face, painted up 
like a snow leopard. She’s grinning for ear to ear as a 
hairy, scarred hand puts the finishing touches on the last 
whisker with a thin brush. In the background are 
silhouettes of others outside of the hanger getting their 
faces painted by silhouettes of crooked, angular men and 
women.  
 

FALCO CAP: …although, Horizon hates this place. She 
doesn’t stand out in the crowd as easy. She’s all 
about her image… 

 
Panel 2. This is a close-up on JULIAN’S face, about 3/4 
painted up like a lion. He’s miserable. A bandaged hand 
uses a brush to draw in a mane on Julian’s left cheek. More 
silhouettes at work in the background. 
 

FALCO CAP: …Dad loves this place. He helped design 
half of its simulation rides. If I know him, that’s 
where they are. 
 
HORIZON OFF PANEL (O.P.): HAHA! Gee whiz, Dad… 

 
Panel 3. A wide shot of Horizon sitting in a chair beside 
Julian in a face-painting tent. They both are wearing the 
same tracksuits as Chase and Falco. Two CLOWN LUGS hunched 
over, sit next to an easel with their faces painted like 
no-so-nice clowns. Have a makeshift sign somewhere 
symbolizing this area of the park where people are getting 
painted. Horizon doubles over in laughter as she points 
toward Julian. In the background, more painted up lugs and 
painted up “SHADY LADIES” (SPIDERS, SNAKES, OTHER CREEPY 
BEASTIES) work on more patrons. Maybe show lines of people 
forming around the tent.  
 

HORIZON: …this is a great look for you. 
 
JULIAN: I’m sure, dear. 

 
Panel 4. This is a two-shot of CLOWN LUG 1 and Horizon. He 
hands Horizon a small mirror. Clown Lug 1 cuts his eyes. 
His paint is smudged, imperfect. He has a dirty/unclean 
exterior. Horizon smiles, eyes on her reflection, as if 
prepping for a “glamor shot.” 
 

CLOWN LUG 1: ‘Dere ya go, litta gurl. 
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HORIZON: Hey! This is not too bad. What do you think, 
Dad? 

 
Panel 5. Two-shot CLOWN LUG 2 using his bandaged hand to 
hold a mirror in front of Julian’s finished lion-face. 
Clown Lug 2’s brow is furrowed, angered. Julian casts a 
dull, embarrassed expression--a bored lion in the zoo. He 
faces forward, but looks off-panel out of the corner of his 
eyes--he’s not paying attention to the mirror. 
 

JULIAN: Really great, Horizon. Now can we go find your 
brother and sister before-- 
 
CLAIRVOYANT MIME TELEPATHY (“CMT”) O.P.: Ladies and 
gentlemen, boys and girls… 
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PAGE THREE - splash - entire park 
 
It’s “Mime-Time.” THE CLAIRVOYANT MIME returns perched high 
above the amusement park. His attire is made up of his 
signature black leotard, derby cap, and silver fringe 
lining his costume. It is important to include a wrist 
device/large watch (iPod mini in size) with a rectangular, 
red button on one of its edges. Mime stands on the towering 
Sky-Diner, arms stretched high above victoriously, fists 
clinched, his back arched backward as if he’s shouting to 
the heavens. Exaggerate the arch. 
 
A main focus below Mime is the park’s roller coaster 
(spanning most of the park) and also the large, octagonal 
building that serves as where our villains herd the masses 
to be held for ransom. The large, octagonal building houses 
a scale model of the Subatomicus underwater observatory, so 
make the weird building’s exterior look “aquatic.” Mime 
should be about the size your thumb/ring finger (OR this 
shot could be an over-the-shoulder shot from Mime’s 
prospective looking down on the park). I just want to show 
the park.  
 
Exaggerate the size of the Sky-Diner so that most of the 
park is underneath Mime. I picture this splash page to be 
as if the reader is viewing this grand image through a 
fisheye lens from above. Show the park and the thousands 
below, as well as Mime’s face projected on big-screens 
throughout the park. A small, GoPro camera attached to a 
small, bug-like, hovering drone records Mime’s grand 
entrance overhead. I want this splash to also serve as the 
title page. So with everything going on, there needs to be 
room for words down on left side of the page. This is our 
villain’s monologue. I want this to appear as homage to old 
Doom or Magneto soliloquies. Everyone in the park can hear 
him.  
 
Mime is a telepath although he’s being recorded. He’s using 
his super power to project his thought to the park. 
Whenever we see Mime “talking” to anyone, I want you to 
draw a halo of comedy/drama masks above Mime’s head all 
intertwined with an erratic array of “swiggly” lines. Then, 
once affected by Mime’s “mime-control,” the civilians will 
always have the telepathy halo above their heads. I 
apologize ahead of time for the amount of “happy/sad” mini-
masks that will be drawn in this issue. 
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CMT: …it is so good to be back on top, literally! 
Please forgive my humor. I don’t want to you people to 
think this is just another fun time at the park. 
Ohnonono. Mayor McGouda and the S.P.S. took over my 
former business and home, and then condemned the 
building leaving my Whisperz and I without a home or 
employment. I rotted in prison only to escape and 
reclaim what’s mine! We--No! I, I will not be 
condemned! The Clairvoyant Mime, master of comedy, 
tragedy, and telepathy! I demand a ransom of one 
hundred billion dollars paid in full within a short 
period of time by the Mayor himself, or I annihilate 
every civilian in attendance here today. To ensure my 
conquest, I have my Whisperz spread throughout the 
park painting faces of those wanting to be something 
they’re not. Surprise, surprise, you pathetic 
plebeians. I got big news, Subatomic Fun Park, you are 
now under… 
 
TITLE: “Mime-Control!” 
 
CAP: *Subatomic Police Squad 
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PAGE FOUR - four panels 
 
Panel 1. Small panel where Mime’s gloved finger presses the 
red button on his wrist. 
 

SFX: CHK! 
 
Panel 2. A close-up on Horizon’s “snow leopard” face, 
entranced, jaw-dropped. Her eyes are white. The little 
“drama masks” I mentioned in the prev. page description are 
floating around her head. 
 

CMT O.P.: Anyone who doesn’t acquiesce to my 
suggestions will suffer unforgettable anguish!  

 
Panel 3. A close-up on Julian’s white-eyed, “lion” face, 
entranced--mirroring Horizon’s face paint. He too has the 
“drama masks” floating around his head. 
 

CMT O.P.: Painted Beasts! Whisperz! Gather all who are 
trying to escape but spare their lives! You are all 
playing a lead role in this show! 

 
Panel 4. Mime is projected on a large screen above the 
central hub of the park where a bunch of paths interlock 
and a large fountain stands tall as a usual picture spot or 
landmark for large groups. Despite being on the screen, 
remember, Mime’s a telepath so his voice isn’t being 
projected via speakers, it’s just his face on a screen 
while he taps into the minds of the controlled.  
 
Below the large screen: chaos. “MIME-CONTROLLED” CIVILIANS 
are chasing and snatching up people not under “mime-
control” spill over the walkways and the large fountain. 
The painted faces in this shot are still creepy animals--
reptiles, dinosaurs, and apes face paint here. I definitely 
want to see a bulky, “mime-controlled” civilian with his 
face painted like an ape, who has a SCREAMING WOMAN 
snatched up over his shoulder, standing atop one the 
fountains, and letting out a “war cry.” You can really 
“King Kong” it here. 
 

WOMAN: AAAAAAHHHHH! 
 
“APE” PATRON: EEEEYAAAAAH! 
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CMT O.P.: Take all the unaffected to the Subatomicus 
Observatory! We all must come together before my grand 
triumph. This day belongs to the Clairvoyant One! 
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PAGE FIVE - six panels 
 
Panel 1. An overhead shot of Chase and Falco’s car coming 
to the end of the line. Have this part of the TRACK 
elevated over a large walkway below where many of the 
painted up crazies are chasing around innocent civilians. 
 
Inside the car, Chase winces in pain, facing UP. Falco 
hunches over. 
 

CMT: To the observatory! 
 
CHASE: My brain! 
 
FALCO: A telepath?! You feel that Chase? Dad’s 
telepathic inhibitors are running in overdrive to keep 
someone out of our heads! 

 
Panel 2. Close on Falco’s eyes glowing as she once again 
activates her Bionik Vision, looking out on the park. Chase 
clutches at his temples in the background over her 
shoulder. Vibration waves circle his head. 
 

FALCO: I’m going full-on infrared. Where are you? 
 
CHASE: Do it quick. Whomever it is has shut up. My 
head is killing me. 

 
Panel 3. Small, tall panel shows Falco’s infrared vision 
scanning the park. The “red” blobs of people running and 
other red blobs chasing dominate the panel. 
 

FALCO O.P.: Oh, no. 
 
CHASE O.P.: “Oh, no”-what? 

 
Panel 4. Another small, tall panel shows Falco’s infrared 
vision revealing Clairvoyant Mime on the sky-diner. The top 
half of the sky-diner should be in this panel here, with 
Mime standing with his arms raised in victory. 
 

CHASE O.P.: What, Fal, what is it?! 
 
FALCO O.P.: At least we know that the chips Dad 
install works against the most dangerous telepaths in 
the world… 
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Panel 5. Another narrow panel shows Falco’s micro-vision 
(switching from infrared) zoomed in on Mime in the same 
victorious pose in Panel 4. One of the best templates for 
this kind of panel comes for the “Terminator vision” in the 
Terminator film. Half the panel is the inferred “zooming” 
into microvision. 
 

FALCO: I don’t know how, but The Clairvoyant Mime 
escaped from SubMax*, and he’s here. 
 
CHASE: We need to get off of this thing before… 
 
CAP: *”SubMax” - Subatomic Maximum Security Prison 

 
Panel 6. Two shot of Chase and Falco whipping their heads 
towards the reader. Each are wide-eyed, startled. Both 
still have their hands on the lapbar although the coaster 
HISSES to a halt. Something lands off-panel onto the hood 
of the coaster. 
 

COASTER SFX: TSSSSSSSSSSS! 
 
CHASE: …this starts to get dramatic. 
 
HOOD OF COASTER SFX O.P.: Boonk! 
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PAGE SIX - three panels 
 
Panel 1. From the perspective of Chase and Falco, we look 
forward at two face-painted WHISPERZ. The BURLY WHISPER on 
the left is painted like a tiger, the SCRAWNY WHISPER on 
the right: a shark. In the background, the coaster’s hangar 
tunnel approaches. The shadows in the tunnel are filled 
with eyes. Both of the Whisperz’ eyes are white and the 
“drama masks” swirl over each of their heads. 
 

COASTER SFX: TSSSSSSSSSS! 
 
FALCO: Look at what we have here. He always delivers 
on the drama. 
 
CHASE: Also devastation, Fal. Let’s get off this thing 
before he starts to get into everyone’s heads. Who 
knows what he wants? 

 
Panel 2. A long panel of the roller coaster car stopping 
inside of the hanger. The brakes click. The two Whisperz 
spring into the air to attack. Chase and Falco pull down on 
the harnesses over their shoulders. 
 

COASTER SFX: CHNNNK! 
 
FALCO: I can’t get my harness off! 
 
CHASE: Me either, can you blast it? 

 
Panel 3. A very small panel that shows the locks unlock the 
harnesses behind Chase and Falco’s heads. 
 

SFX: TIK! 
 
FALCO: No time. Besides… 

 
Panel 4. From the perspective looking over the shoulder of 
the two Whisperz, Chase and Falco stand up in the car, 
harnesses off. Chase’s legs are glowing. Falco’s eyes glow 
as well. They both pose ready for attack.  
 

FALCO: …this ride’s over. 
 
 
 


